A. Conclusion

In learning English, the students have own perception that they get after studying in the class through their sense or activities. The different of perception can influence of students attitude in learning. Perception occurs through factors that influences it. In fact, each person will have difference perception for an object even though that received an object that similar. Such as culture, sex and gender, physical factors, technology, and our sense of self.

Quizizz is an application that can be used by everyone without age limit, and is an online based application that makes learning included in the test more fun. Characteristics and Application of Quizizz are Design and start a quiz (game): Quizizz can be designed in different formats like true or false, multiple choice, etc. instructors can choose to set the Quizizz as public or private. Doing a quiz (game): After answering each questions, there is immediate feedback in the form of a meme shown on the screen. Finishing a quiz (game): Instructors can end the game when all the student finish the quiz. Google Classroom Integration: Quizizz can be integrated with Google Classroom.

After analyzed the data, researcher got some findings. In the result of the questionnaire and interview, researcher will describe about students answer identified about student perception about using Quizizz
Application in English test at SMA N 10 Padang. Referring to the result of interview and questionnaire, all of the students give positive response student perception about using Quizizz Application in English test at SMA N 10 Padang.

**B. Suggestion**

The researcher suggest that this finding of this research will give good contributes to English lecturers, students, researcher and other people. For the lecturer, this research is expected to help the lecturer to know students perception and response on the use of Quizizz in English test. Then for the students, this research could be valuable information about experiences of students by using of Quizizz. In addition, the researcher could get description about student perception on using of Quizizz in English test. The last on is for other people, this research is expect to give additional information for knowledge and other research. It could be expect to give them more information about student perception on the use of Quizizz in English test.